Scaling up!
What is/could be collectively achieved through livestock investments?
Is it possible to align investments to achieve greater impact?
How many ‘farmers reached’ before we reach a target?

Attracting private sector
Can the private sector deliver significant change at scale?
And will this support the SHF?
What data do we need to supply to encourage private sector engagement?

Taking the temperature
Climate change can’t be ignored—
Can we work with other CoP to support positive change? Understand and support data gaps?

Novel data solutions
Can data analytics help transform the livestock sector?
How can we utilize novel technology to accelerate change?

Measuring Behaviour
How/can we adequately measure change and evidence based decision makers?
e.g. Behavioral change, decision makers use of outputs
What is the best practice in this area?

Putting our house in order
E.g. Understanding and promotion (blogs, training, course) in best practice in data entry, cleaning storage. Work with influencers to help implement change in practices.
Which of the themes should we prioritise in the next 5 years?

1st: Private sector engagement
2nd: Scaling up! (investment=impact?)
3rd: Climate+Livestock
4th: Novel data solns
5th: Putting our house in order
6th: Measuring behavioural change
7th: Other
your comments- put Scale, Private, Climate, Novel, Behave, House, Other

- Scale
  - Is behaviour change outside our scope?
  - Private and Scale go together nicely.

- Other: Case studies on what has worked and provided measurable impact
  - House - quality of data analytics in the sector should be reviewed.

- Private: Involve stakeholders from Farmers to others in the supply chain
  - Private: more private players engagement

- Private sector can help drive disruptive transformations of the Livestock sector and LD4D’s impact.
  - Private: to be part of the working group providing solutions through novel technology and innovative idea.
**your comments- put Scale, Private, Climate, Novel, Behave, House, Other**

- **Novel** - use insights from available data to effect sustainable change in the livestock sector
- **Scale** - investment cases to use for advocacy
- **Private** - can guarantee sustainability of collecting quality data at scale.
- **House** - improve/refine already existing processes before making fresh investments
- **climate** - working group
- **Private**: also consider PPP approaches, data for investment planning, increase resourcing into livestock sector as well as bus planning
- **Climate change and livestock needs multinational collaboration**

*Other: are we creating a mission/purpose based on who is in the room, or what the livestock data sector needs out of a COP?*
Private sector... innovative business models to address farmer challenges... data is used by all along the chain

Private - meaningful data for decision makers

Pvt sector - opportunity around data... esp clear opportunity for future business growth - case studies - how to... and where important.

House - quality of data

Private, active involvement of private sector in data space
Which of the themes would you like to engage in in the next 5 years?

1st: Scaling up! (Investment=Impact?)
2nd: Private sector engagement
3rd: Climate+Livestock
4th: Novel data solns
5th: Measuring behavioural change
6th: Putting our house in order
7th: Other
How would you like to engage with LD4D going forward?

- Novel - consider more animal health data integration into the livestock sector
- Behave: need to work on how to elicit change. Data is part of that
- Scaling: looking at actual evidence from current and previous interventions.
- Private sector data use to influence policy
- Scale, Be part of the working group to share evidence based analysis and compare approaches, models etc
- Put up a picture of Claire Balding
- Teaming up with persons and groups working with the grass root data collection, interpretation and application. I am Keen to cooperate
- Animal health _ disease diagnosis and prevention
- Behavour change and advocacy
What themes are missing?

- Climate change
- Data to action
- Trade environment
- Data system cap bilfg
- Livelihoods
- Disease prevention
- Government engagement
- Beyond Africa
- Value props for data
- Behavioural economics
- Visualisation of all data
- Project networking
- Policy makers
- Collaboration
- Business models
- Data sharing
- Advocacy
- Behaviour change comms
- Pastoral representation
- Early disease diagnosis
- Data story telling
- Value chain tools

One health
Public sector engagement
Impact
Future structure/form of LD4D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We should retain the annual LD4D meeting</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We need to move to a conference style 2-3 year</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD4D should provide best practice, training on data collection, collation etc</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD4D should have a steering committee</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD4D should primarily be product orientate</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additional comments on the future structure of LD4D?

- Resources for sustainability?
- Sustainability
- Working groups need a push and some resources...

- National workshops in the focus countries
- LD4D should have a publication where case studies and reports could be shared
- More private sector representation (since PS engagement is identified as key them)

- Keep it focused on data. Beware mission creep
- It's time to engage with the International Committee on Animal Recording (ICAR)
- Need stories on success
Additional comments on the future structure of LD4D?

- Consulting the broader LD4D community on these questions will help give a fuller picture of the community needs and wants - biased sample as of now :)

- **Field visit**
  - Business-oriented partnership should be considered for sustainability

- **Platform for networking and experience sharing should be considered**

- **Dedicate some resources to sustain working groups led by non-SEBI staff**

- Resources for working groups

- Create interactive and implementation platforms for common interest groups

- Solutions rather than problem focused. Perhaps people can submit their problems and the group can come to solutions ahead of meetings?

- A format that engages a broader group of people. Focus on solving specific problems
Additional comments on the future structure of LD4D?

- Clarity on how you can bring value for key stakeholders
- Support in Targeted workshop e.g. sector modeling
- Develop product lines that people can buy into
- Could be interesting to have the group put collective effort to a specific challenge? Keep things grounded
- how do we make this meaningful for such a wide range of groups funders, grantees,
- working groups and case studies why do this... value of data
- Map participants across the 'data chain'... have we got participants represented at each stage, step
How do we create a sustainable LD4D model?

- Make a “colossal” impact with at least one case study based on data

- Offer LD4D "consulting services" as an income stream

- Subscription

- Part of other grants dedicated to LD4D (grants that can benefit from the CoP). CAKE SALES

- Karen comedy hour for fundraising

- Engaging data users

Balance between global data access for key stakeholders while at the same time build subscription models for private sector
How do we create a sustainable LD4D model?

- Engage other donors
- Provide consultancy services to LD4D members and livestock grantees?
- Government funding
- Private sector contribution and charge for data subscriptions
- Other funders crowd in ....global groupings ...subs ? ESp Pvt and public ?
- Need to align with donor core interests and existing investments, make case how investment will add value to this existing investments
- Partnering with Private sector
- focus on link between data and decisions

BMGF / other donor funding - it has to deliver value for the donors.
How do we create a sustainable LD4D model?

- Look to see how other groups such as GRA operate
- Talk to ICAR
- Transforming livestock data to solutions
- Make it an Action Network of the Global Agenda for Sustainable Livestock
- Engage the private-public donors and governments with storylines and benefits.
What do you value about this community?

Data generation through innovative ideas
What can we, the LD4D community, improve on?